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Abstract

This paper studies sufficient conditions for the identification of the exponential discount

factor in dynamic discrete choice models, with a focus on models in which decision makers

might only be able to choose from a subset of all potential alternatives. The presented

exclusion condition requires variation in the probability of being “choice constrained”.

Variation in such constraining probabilities that does not affect utilities or transition

probabilities leads to point identification of the exponential discount factor. The derived

identifying equation aligns with economic intuition. Some examples are provided.
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1 Introduction

Dynamic discrete choice models are used to estimate the behaviour of economic agents and

analyse counterfactual policies in numerous fields. The discount factor is crucial in these

models, as it determines the reactions to expected future events. In empirical applications,

researchers are often compelled to fix the discount factor because it is challenging to identify

the parameter from the observed choice probabilities without further restrictions or without

imposing a sufficient structure (see Magnac and Thesmar 2002; Rust 1994). Time preferences

appear to be stable over time (Meier and Sprenger 2015) but vary substantially across contexts

and populations (Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue 2002). Thus, setting the discount

factor to a predetermined value can lead to incorrect inference and misleading counterfactual

analysis.

This paper provides identification of the exponential discount factor by exploiting the

fact that decision makers are often constrained in their choices. Exogenous variation in the

probability of being constrained in one’s choice point identifies the discount factor in dynamic

discrete choice models. The intuition behind the identification result relies on the known

insight that variation in future expected values that does not affect instantaneous utilities

can be exploited to identify time preferences.

Economic examples of such constraints are plentiful. Potential car buyers can only choose

among the set of alternatives available at the dealership. A maintenance supervisor wishing

to replace a bus engine might be unable to do so because no engines are currently in stock.

An unemployed individual might not be able to start working if he or she fails to receive a job

offer. A firm might not be able to merge with another company or enter a protected market

due to regulatory disapproval.

In many of these contexts, the constraint on decision makers comes either from a regulatory

authority or the opposite side of the market. Thus, probabilities that determine if agents

are constrained in their decision are ideally suited to provide variation that does not directly

impact the decision makers’ instantaneous utilities but only their future choices. For example,

a labor demand shock influences the probability that a job searching individual receives a job
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offer. It should not directly affect the individual’s human capital stock, age, or other state

variables. If researchers observe individuals in two labor markets that differ only with respect

to the job offer probability, the exponential discount factor can be identified.

Other models might be adapted to fit the presented framework. For instance, consider

the classic bus engine replacement example of Rust (1987). Assume that one bus engine is

in stock. Once a bus engine is replaced, Harold Zurcher has to order a new engine. He is

constrained in his choice if a new bus engine cannot be delivered immediately, for example,

due to a strike or other supply shocks. As a result, Harold Zurcher no longer has the option

to replace a bus engine for two consecutive periods. This variation would be sufficient to

point identify the exponential discount factor since it neither directly affects the transition

probabilities of the buses’ mileage nor Harold Zurcher’s instantaneous utilities.

The framework presented here also permits the probability of being constrained to be

zero or one. Thus, settings in which choice sets vary deterministically are nested. For the

identification of β, it is only crucial that there is some variation in the probability of being

constrained. Such variation can also be a change from zero to one or vice versa.

The identification of time preferences does not require the normalization of one alterna-

tive’s utility. Although such a normalization is a standard approach in empirical applications,

it can cause misleading counterfactual policy simulations in some cases (see, e.g., Norets and

Tang 2014; Kalouptsidi, Scott, and Souza-Rodrigues 2019). Furthermore, the identification

of the discount factor does not exploit the stationarity of the model. Contrary to the iden-

tification of the discount factor, the identification of the instantaneous utilities requires both

the normalization of one alternative’s utility and stationarity.

The literature discussing dynamic discrete choice models (e.g., Abbring 2010; Arcidia-

cono and Miller 2020; Srisuma 2015; Hu and Sasaki 2018; Chen 2017) has examined various

aspects of these models, with few papers providing conditions to identify time preferences.

Nevertheless, the identification of time preferences is pivotal for the identification of alter-

native specific utilities. Magnac and Thesmar (2002) demonstrate that it is not possible to

nonparametrically identify utilities if the discount factor is not known.1

1. Aguirregabiria and Suzuki (2014) and Komarova et al. (2018) show that by imposing a certain structure,
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Conversely, the two authors show that once the discount factor is identified and given the

distribution of preference shocks and the normalization of one utility, all other utilities can be

uniquely determined. This identification result can be adjusted to apply to the setting with

choice constraints and is discussed in Section 4.

In their seminal paper, Magnac and Thesmar (2002) also examine how the exponential

discount factor can be recovered from the observed choices. Their derived exclusion restriction

requires two states that have different expected streams of utilities for some choices but

equal expected streams for at least one choice. These states should also provide the same

instantaneous utilities. The requirements on future expected utility streams increase the

difficulty of finding such states in empirical applications.

The exclusion restriction presented in this paper is formulated on instantaneous utilities

and does not directly include future value functions. This simplifies the interpretation and

facilitates identifying situations that satisfy the exclusion restriction in empirical applications.

Abbring and Daljord (2020) extend the identification approach of Magnac and Thesmar

(2002). They also develop an exclusion restriction on instantaneous utilities. Their exclusion

restriction requires two states that have equal instantaneous utilities but different transition

probabilities. In an infinite horizon model, the identifying equation includes an infinite geo-

metric sum. As a result, time preferences are only set identified. When excluding discount

factors that are close to one, the set consists of a finite number of discount factors. Abbring

and Daljord (2020) discuss several examples that allow for a reduction in the number of po-

tential solutions, for example, by relying on the concept of finite dependence (see Arcidiacono

and Miller 2019) or using multiple exclusion restrictions.2

Another approach to identify the discount factor is provided by Komarova et al. (2018),

who assume a certain structure of the model to aid identification. They provide identification

results for linear-in-parameter models. Similar to the result of this paper, they show that time

preferences can be identified without normalizing the utility of one alternative. The approach

presented here imposes more structure on the choice sets from which decision makers can

it is possible to identify payoff or cost functions without knowing the discount factor.
2. The work of Levy and Schiraldi (2021) is related to this paper. While they focus on the history of made

choices, I consider variation in the probability of being constrained.
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choose. No structure is imposed on the utilities or payoff functions.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the model, and

Section 3 discusses the identification of the exponential discount factor. Section 4 provides

sufficient conditions to identify instantaneous utilities for a framework allowing decision mak-

ers to be constrained in their choices. In some contexts, the probabilities that limit agents’

choices cannot be observed. Section 5 discusses sufficient conditions that allow one to identify

these probabilities. Similarly, in situations in which the researcher is unable to observe from

which choice set the agents chose, the observed choices are a mix of preferences and the likeli-

hood of being choice constrained. For such cases, Section 6 discusses how choice probabilities

solely based on preferences can be recovered. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Model

In each period t, where time is discrete with an infinite horizon, a decision maker has to choose

an alternative from a finite set of alternatives. In a given period, the agent faces either the

general choice set, denoted by DG, or a constrained choice set, denoted by DR (d).

Assumption 1. (Choice Sets). The general choice set is DG = {1, . . . ,K}, with K > 1. For

each alternative d ∈ DG, the respective constrained choice set is defined as DR (d) ⊂ DG with

DR (d) ≠ ∅. The researcher knows which alternatives are included in each constrained choice

set.

Note that there are K constrained choice sets, which could all be equal. The choice set

the agents must choose from depends on the last period’s choice and the state x ∈ X , where

X contains a finite number of J elements (finite support assumption).

Assumption 2. (Constraining probabilities3). With probability π (dt, xt), agents must choose

from DR (dt) in period t + 1. With probability 1 − π (dt, xt), agents must choose from DG.

3. Note that the constraints discussed here are not identical to those in McFadden (1978). McFadden (1978)
introduces constraints to reduce the computational burden in problems with a large number of alternatives.
Constrained choice sets should also not be interpreted as consideration sets, as for instance, in Shocker et
al. (1991) or Goeree (2008). Consideration sets exclude alternatives that agents are not aware of and, thus, do
not consider. This paper assumes that agents are fully aware of potential constraints and base their decisions
at least partly on future probabilities of being constrained.
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Furthermore, ∃(dt, xt) ∈ DG ×X such that π (dt, xt) > 0.

Choosing alternative dt, given the state xt, provides agents with the instantaneous utility

u⋆ (dt, xt, ηt,dt), where ηt,dt denotes an alternative specific preference shock.

Assumption 3. (Distribution of preference shocks). The preference shock ηt,dt
i.i.d.∼ mean-zero,

type-I extreme value. ηt,dt cannot be observed by the researcher.

The identification results extend to any other known continuous distribution on RK . There

are two reasons for explicitly choosing the type-I extreme value distribution. First, it eases

the exposition. Second, it can be found in many empirical applications.4 The vector ηt =

{ηt,1, . . . , ηt,K} contains the preference shocks for all alternatives in a given period.

Another common assumption is that the instantaneous utility is additively separable in

the preference shock.

Assumption 4. (Additive separability). Utility u⋆ (dt, xt, ηt,dt) = u (dt, xt)+ηt,dt ∀(dt, xt, ηt,dt)

∈ DG ×X × ηt.

The next assumption is on the development of the state space. The probability of observing

state xt+1 in the next period depends on both the choice dt and the state xt of the current

period but is independent of any preference shock

Assumption 5. (Conditional independence assumption). State xt+1 occurs with the transi-

tion probability q (xt+1 ∣dt, xt ). It is assumed that neither the transition nor the constraining

probabilities depend on any preference shocks ηt ∀t.

Finally, an assumption about the stationarity of the model is made. Note that the identifi-

cation of the discount factor does not exploit the stationarity of the model,5 but identification

of the instantaneous utilities does.

Assumption 6. (Stationarity). The model is stationary.

4. Recent studies on the estimation of models including a combination of discrete and continuous choices
even add a type-I extreme value shock to better handle potential kinks in the value functions (see Iskhakov
et al. 2017).

5. Thus, the identification discussion can also be adjusted to suit a finite horizon model.
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The order of events in each period t is the following. First, the choice set is determined,

and agents observe state xt and preference shocks ηt. Second, agents choose one alternative

dt. Finally, the agents collect the instantaneous utility u⋆ (dt, xt, ηt,dt), and the period ends.

In period t, agents choose the alternative that maximizes their total expected discounted

stream of instantaneous utilities v⋆ (dt, xt, ηt,dt). Assumptions 4 and 5 imply v⋆ (dt, xt, ηt,dt) =

v (dt, xt) + ηt,dt , with

v (dt, xt) = u(dt, xt) + β ∑
xt+1∈X
[ (1 − π (dt, xt))E [ max

dt+1∈DG

{v (dt+1, xt+1) + ηt+1,dt+1}]

+ π (dt, xt)E [ max
dt+1∈DR(dt)

{v (dt+1, xt+1) + ηt+1,dt+1}] ]q (xt+1 ∣dt, xt ) ,
(1)

where β denotes the discount factor. Under assumption 3, equation (1) can be expressed as

v (dt, xt) = u(dt, xt) + β ∑
xt+1∈X

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 − π (dt, xt)) ln

⎛
⎝ ∑
dt+1∈DG

exp (v (dt+1, xt+1))
⎞
⎠

+ π (dt, xt) ln
⎛
⎝ ∑
dt+1∈DR(dt)

exp (v (dt+1, xt+1))
⎞
⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
q (xt+1 ∣dt, xt ) .

(2)

This paper concentrates on the identification of the time preference parameter β in equa-

tion (1) because it is essential to the identification of the model. Suppose that data are

available such that all transition, constraining, and genuine choice probabilities are known.

Then, the model is point identified if and only if utilities can be uniquely determined from

these probabilities. As discussed in Section 4, an adapted version of Proposition 2 of Magnac

and Thesmar (2002) is fulfilled: In a stationary infinite horizon model and given the distribu-

tion of preference shocks and the normalization of one alternative’s utility, all other utilities

depend on the discount factor β. Thus, without knowing β, utilities cannot be uniquely

determined, and the model is not identified.6

The discussion concerning identification distinguishes between composite and genuine

choice probabilities. If the data are not informative about the choice set agents face when

6. Komarova et al. (2018) show that under a linear-in-parameter specification, it is possible to determine
utilities without knowing the discount factor.
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making their choices, the researcher can only observe the composite choice probabilities.

These reflect a combination of preferences and possible choice constraints. The compos-

ite choice probabilities are denoted by KPr (dt ∣dt−1, xt−1, xt, ). Genuine choice probabili-

ties describe the probability that agents choose alternative dt from a specific choice set

D ∈ {DG,DR (dt−1) ;dt−1 ∈ DG}, given state xt. They exclusively reflect preferences over the

alternatives included in the respective choice set. Genuine choice probabilities are denoted by

Pr (dt ∣D, xt ). Section 6 discusses the identification of genuine choice probabilities if they are

not observed directly.

For ease of exposition, I drop the subscript t henceforth and denote the variables of period

t+ 1 by a prime. The following sections also assume that the constraining and genuine choice

probabilities are known. Section 5 discusses the identification of constraining probabilities

when they are not known.

3 Identification of the exponential discount factor

I assume that {Pr (d ∣DG, x), q (⋅ ∣d, x), π (d, x); (d, x) ∈ DG × X} are known for at least two

consecutive periods for the same group of decision makers.7

As noted in previous literature (see for example Fang and Wang 2015; Abbring and Daljord

2020), a fruitful strategy to identify time preferences is to find variation that affects the

future but not the current period. In the presented model, such variation is given when the

constraining probabilities vary exogenously.8

Assumption 7. (Exclusion Restriction). There exist two different states xA, xB ∈ X and two

different alternatives `, r ∈ DG such that

(1) u (`, xA) = u (`, xB) and u (r, xA) = u (r, xB);

(2) q (x′ ∣d, xA ) = q (x′ ∣d, xB ) for d ∈ {`, r}, and x′ ∈ X ; and

7. Note that for a given (d, x) ∈ DG × X , Pr (d ∣DG, x) identifies Pr (d ∣D, x), ∀D ∈ {DR (d) ;d ∈ DG}. For
details, see Lemma 1 of Section 6.

8. Note that if transition probabilities are also affected, this might provide an additional source for identifi-
cation (see Abbring and Daljord 2020).
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(3) π (`, xA) ≠ π (`, xB).

The exclusion restriction is formulated for two states and two alternatives that must fulfil

three conditions. First, each alternative must provide the same instantaneous utility for both

states. Second, for each alternative, the transition probabilities must be equal for both states.

Third, for at least one alternative, the constraining probabilities must differ between the two

states.

In other words, a state is required that does not affect the instantaneous utility or the

transition probabilities but does affect the constraining probabilities. In a labor supply model,

the exclusion restriction is fulfilled when there is a labor demand shock that only affects job

offer probabilities. Other state variables, e.g., human capital, should not be affected by a

demand shock.9

Another example in the context of labor supply is provided by Lalive (2008). He describes

the situation in Austria where the length of unemployment benefits varies across regions. The

following model would satisfy the exclusion restriction: the general choice set consists of the

three alternatives employment, unemployment, and out of the labor force. While individuals in

region A are entitled to two periods of unemployment, individuals in region B are entitled to

three. Individuals who already spent two periods in unemployment have different restriction

probabilities across regions. It seems reasonable that the region itself does not affect the

transition probabilities, or the utility itself.

Conlone and Mortimer (2013) provide a framework for product demand. They exploit the

availability of products in vending machines to estimate the demand for products. Variation in

the refilling schedules for different machines would result in different constraining probabilities

without influencing other state variables of customers.

Harford (2005) identifies (unexpected) regulatory changes as one factor that drives merg-

ers and acquisitions. A careful selection of firms that temporarily operate under different

regulations can provide variation that fulfils assumption 7.
9. Haan, Haywood, and Schneider (2017) use such variation for women on maternity leave. Women who are

not working while on maternity leave have the right to return to their previous job for a limited time, which
affects their job offer probability. Reforms that change the duration of maternity generate exogenous variation
in the job offer probabilities for different women on maternity leave.
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In general, constraining probabilities can be interpreted as external factors that only affect

agents’ choice sets. If the supply side is modelled, constraining probabilities can be seen as

frictions coming from the demand side and vice versa. Furthermore, regulations and reforms

that influence the potential choice set can be exploited for identification.

For the identification of the exponential discount factor, a rank condition is required. The

rank condition can be more compactly stated if we define for a given (d, x) ∈ DG × X the

vector q (d, x), which has size K. The kth element of q (d, x) is q (xk ∣d, x) with xk ∈ X . Given

two states xA and xB that satisfy the exclusion restriction stated in 7, the rank condition is

given by

Assumption 8. (Rank condition).

(π (`, xB) − π (`, xA))q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`) − (π (r, xB) − π (r, xA))q (r, xA)⊺Θ (r) ≠ 0, (3)

where Θ (d) is a vector of size J and the superscript ⊺ denotes the transpose. For a freely

chosen alternative d′ ∈ DR (d), the jth element of Θ (d) is

Θ (d)[j] = (E [max
i′∈DG

{v (i′, x′) + η′i′}] − v (d′, x′))

− (E [ max
i′∈DR(d)

{v (i′, x′) + η′i′}] − v (d′, x′)) . (4)

Arcidiacono and Miller (2011) show that both terms of the difference on the right-hand

side of equation (4) are a function of the (genuine) choice probabilities and thus are identified.

Θ (d) reflects the additional expected future surplus from not being constrained in one’s

choice. In the rank condition, this surplus is weighted by the probability of reaching the

respective state x and the difference in the constraining probabilities between states A and

B.

Note that assumption 7 allows that π(r, xA) = π(r, xB). In this case, the rank condition

is always fulfilled. By assumption, the difference between the constraining probabilities for

alternative ` must be different from zero. In addition, the term q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`) must be
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greater than zero; otherwise, individuals are only constrained in states that they do not reach

or have no value for the excluded choices. Under assumption 3 and the finite support of

X , q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`) is strictly greater than zero. If π(r, xA) ≠ π(r, xB), the rank condition

is violated if both choices l and r have the same expected surplus of not being constrained

multiplied by the difference in constraining probabilities.

Theorem 1. Under assumptions 1-8 (let xA, xB ∈ X and `, r ∈ DG be the states and al-

ternatives that fulfil assumption 7), the exponential discount factor β is point identified by

β =
ln(Pr(`∣DG,xA )

Pr(`∣DG,xB )) − ln(
Pr(r∣DG,xA )
Pr(r∣DG,xB ))

(π (`, xB)−π (`, xA))q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`)−(π (r, xB)−π (r, xA))q (r, xA)⊺Θ (r)
. (5)

Proof. Fix d′ ∈ DG. Subtract the value function v (d′, x′) from both terms within the square

brackets in (2), and add it once to neutralize the subtraction to obtain

v (d, x) = u (d, x) + β ∑
x′∈X
[ (1 − π (d, x))m (DG, d

′, x′)

+ π (d, x)m (DR (d) , d′, x′) + v (d′, x′) ]q (x′∣d, x) ,
(6)

where m (D, d′, x′) = ln (∑i′∈D exp (v (i′, x′)) (exp (v (d′, x′)))−1) for a given choice set D ∈

{DG,DR (d) ;d ∈ DG}.

Let m (D, d′), q (d, x), and v (d′) denote vectors of size J ×1, of which the j-th element is

m (D, d′, xj), q (xj ∣d, x) and v (d′, xj), respectively. Using this notation, (6) can be expressed

as

v (d, x) = u (d, x) + β[(1 − π (d, x))q (d, x)⊺m (DG, d
′)

+ π (d, x)q (d, x)⊺m (DR (d) , d′) + q (d, x)⊺v (d′)].
(7)

Hotz and Miller (1993) show that for a given state x, the difference between the value

functions of two alternatives can be identified by some function of their choice probabilities.

Under assumption 3, the difference between the value functions of two alternatives `, r ∈ DG
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is determined by the difference in the logarithms of their genuine choice probabilities:

ln (Pr (` ∣DG, x)) − ln (Pr (r ∣DG, x)) = v (`, x) − v (r, x) . (8)

By combining (7) and (8), the following can be derived

ln (Pr (` ∣DG, x)) − ln (Pr (r ∣DG, x)) = u (`, x) − u (r, x)

+ β[ (1 − π (`, x))q (`, x)⊺m (DG, d
′) + π (`, x)q (`, x)⊺m (DR (`) , d′)

− (1 − π (r, x))q (r, x)⊺m (DG, d
′) − π (r, x)q (r, x)⊺m (DR (r) , d′)

+ (q (`, x) − q (r, x))⊺v (d′) ].

(9)

Most elements in (9) are identified. The unknown elements are β, the difference in instan-

taneous utilities between the two alternatives ` and r, and the value functions of alternative

d′.10

Subtracting (9) using x = xB from the same equation using x = xA results in

ln
⎛
⎝

Pr (` ∣DG, x
A )

Pr (` ∣DG, xB )
⎞
⎠
− ln
⎛
⎝

Pr (r ∣DG, x
A )

Pr (r ∣DG, xB )
⎞
⎠
=

β[ (π (`, xB) − π (`, xA))q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`) − (π (r, xB) − π (r, xA))q (r, xA)⊺Θ (r) ].
(10)

Using assumption 8, both sides of equation (10) can be divided by the right-hand-side

term in square brackets. ∎

Corollary 1.1. Under assumptions 1-8, two states xA, xB ∈ X and two alternatives `, r ∈ DG

that fulfil assumption 7 and π(r, xA) = π(r, xB), the exponential discount factor β is point

identified by

β =
ln (Pr (` ∣DG, x

A )) − ln (Pr (` ∣DG, x
B ))

(π (`, xB) − π (`, xA))q (`, xA)⊺Θ (`)
. (11)

Proof. Given π(r, xA) = π(r, xB) and assumption 7, the expected future is equal for both

10. If d′ ∉ D, then m (D, d′) is not identified for all distributions of the preference shock. The identifying
equation (5), however, depends on Θ (d) , d ∈ `, r, for which d′ can be chosen such that d′ ∈ DR (d).
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states xA and xB when choosing alternative r. Thus, Pr (r ∣DG, x
A ) = Pr (r ∣DG, x

B ). ∎

Equation (11) has a clear economic interpretation. The rank condition guarantees that

the expected futures for states xA and xB have different values for the decision maker. If

the genuine choice probabilities for both states are identical, the decision maker ignores the

future consequences and is fully myopic. This aligns with the mathematical result that β is

zero in such cases.

For decision makers who are not fully myopic, it is important to check whether β is positive.

Assume without loss of generality that π(`, xA) < π(`, xB). In this case, the denominator of

equation (11) is positive. The numerator is only positive if Pr (` ∣DG, x
A ) > Pr (` ∣DG, x

B ),

that is, only if the decision makers choose alternative ` more often after state xA than after

state xB. The model of decision making presented here guarantees that this is the case, as

the only difference between the two states is that decision makers are more often constrained

in their choices when in state xB. Thus, a β < 0 is an indicator of model misspecification.

The size of β depends on three factors: the difference in the genuine choice probabilities,

the difference between the probability of being constrained, and a term that is related to the

additional expected value of not being constrained. All three terms have the expected impact.

Holding the other two constant, β grows with the difference between the choice probabilities.

Intuitively, the greater the extent to which choices differ for a given difference in the future

expected value is, the more individuals take their expected future into account.

Given an observed difference in choice probabilities, the larger the difference in expected

values between being constrained and not, the smaller β is. The result is equivalent for

the difference in the constraining probabilities. Intuitively, the greater the extent to which

the expected future varies for a given difference in choice probabilities, the more myopic

individuals are.

The discussion about the economic meaning of equation (11) applies also to equation (5).

For the latter equation, similar arguments regarding choice r can be made. Note that for

r, the three discussed factors enter with the opposite sign. The rank condition guarantees

that for choices ` and r, the weighted surplus of not being constrained in the future differs.
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Thus, if the numerator of equation (5) equals zero, it again aligns with decision makers being

myopic.

4 Identification of instantaneous utilities

This section extends Corollary 2 of Magnac and Thesmar (2002) to models with choice con-

straints. Corollary 2.1 states a sufficient condition for the identification of instantaneous

utilities for a stationary dynamic discrete choice model with an infinite horizon and at least

one strictly positive constraining probability.

To do so, one further assumption is necessary.

Assumption 9. (Repetitive choice possibility). There exists a d ∈ DG, such that d′ ∈ DR (d)

with d′ = d.

This assumption is likely to be fulfilled in many settings. For example, in the context of

labor supply, a nonemployed individual can always choose nonemployment. In the context

of consumer decisions, a consumer can always choose not to buy anything. In the context of

firm competition, a firm can always choose to not operate in a market. For frameworks that

do not feature an alternative that is included in its own constrained choice set, researchers

can assume a preference shock distribution that fulfils the assumption of the independence of

irrelevant alternatives (IIA).

In the following corollary, conditions 1-3 are identical to those of Corollary 2 of Magnac

and Thesmar (2002); only condition 4 is newly added.

Corollary 2.1. Let assumptions 1-6 be fulfilled. Given that the data {Pr (d ∣DG, x), q (⋅ ∣d, x),

π (d, x); (d, x) ∈ DG ×X} are available for at least two consecutive periods, all instantaneous

utilities can be recovered if the following assumptions are fulfilled:

(1) The distribution of preference shocks is known.

(2) The instantaneous utility of one alternative is normalized.

(3) The discount factor β is known.
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(4) Assumption 9 is fulfilled.

Proof. Let e ∈ DG with e ∈ DR (e). Let Π (d) be the diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal entry

π (d, xi). Let Q (d) denote a matrix with the {i, j}-th element being q (xj ∣d, xi ). Finally,

let IJ denote an identity matrix of size J . Given this notation, (6) can be expressed for the

whole state space as

v (e) = u (e) + β[ (IJ −Π (e))Q (e)m (DG, e) +Π (e)Q (e)m (DR (e) , e) +Q (e)v (e) ].

Minor manipulation results in

v (e) = [IJ − βQ (e)]−1u (e)

+ [IJ − βQ (e)]−1 β[ (IJ −Π (e))Q (e)m (DG, e) +Π (e)Q (e)m (DR (e) , e) ].

Note that m (D, e), with D ∈ {DG,DR (d) ;d ∈ DG} can be directly identified from the data

using the genuine choice probabilities as e ∈ DR (e). Under assumption 3, the j-th element of

m (D, e) is identified by

m (D, e, xj) = ln(
∑i∈D Pr (i ∣DG, xj )

Pr (e ∣DG, xj )
) .

Knowing β and normalizing u (e) = 0 uniquely determines v (e). Having v (e) recovered, all

other value functions are determined by a combination of the genuine choice probabilities and

v (e). With assumption 3,

v (d, x) = ln(Pr (d ∣DG, x)
Pr (e ∣DG, x)

) − v (e, x)

can be derived. Finally, utilities are uniquely determined by

u (d) = v (d) − β[ (IJ −Π (d))Q (d)m (DG, e)

+Π (d)Q (d)m (DR (d) , e) +Q (d)v (e) ], ∀d ∈ DG/{e}.
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∎

5 Identifying constraining probabilities

In some cases, constraining probabilities are unknown and cannot be estimated from other

data sources. For instance, in the context of labor supply, job offers are rarely observed. As a

direct result, the researcher can also not observe from which choice set a decision maker has

chosen. In such cases, the researcher has to disentangle choice constraints and preferences

while only observing composite choice probabilities. The following presents three different

sets of additional assumptions; each alone is sufficient for the identification of all constraining

probabilities.

The assumptions of Section 2 are assumed to be fulfilled, as the derivation relies espe-

cially on assumptions 1, 2, 4, and 5. Furthermore, the researcher knows all composite choice

probabilities.

Assumption 10. (No constraints after one choice). There exists a d ∈ DG, such that π (d, x) =

0, ∀x ∈ X .

This assumption is fulfilled, for example, in a simple labor supply model with the two

choices: unemployment and employment. Unemployed individuals require a job offer to tran-

sition to employment. Employed individuals, however, can freely choose between the two

choices.

Proposition 1. Under assumption 10, all constraining probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix A.1.

If assumption 10 is not fulfilled, constraining probabilities can only be recovered from the

composite choice probabilities if at least one constraining probability is known. Two cases are

discussed.

Assumption 11. (Singleton as a constrained set). There exists a d ∈ DG, such that DR (d)

is a singleton. Further, π (d, x) is known ∀x ∈ X , with π (d, x) < 1 ∀x ∈ X .
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Assumption 11 might be fulfilled for models sketched after assumption 10 but including

involuntary lay-offs. Thus, choosing employment might also lead to a constrained choice set

in the next period. If an individual is laid off, he or she is forced to choose nonemployment.

Lay-off probabilities can sometimes be recovered from data on plant closures or surveys.11

Thus, the researcher only needs to identify the job offer probabilities from the composite

choice probabilities.

Proposition 2. Under assumption 11, all constraining probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

The last sufficient condition discussed here regards alternatives that are excluded in at

least two constrained choice sets.

Assumption 12. (Multiple excluded alternatives). There does not exist a d′ ∈ DG such that

∃!d ∈ DG with d′ ∈ DR (d). Furthermore, ∃d ∈ DG, such that π(d, x) is known ∀x ∈ X .

An example for this condition is a labor supply model with involuntary separations and

the three alternatives out of the labor force, unemployed and employed. The constrained

choice sets when not receiving a job offer or being laid off consist of the two alternatives

unemployment and out of the labor force. Again, the probability of an involuntary separation

has to be known.

Proposition 3. Under assumption 12, all constraining probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix A.3.

6 Identification of genuine choice probabilities

In demand models that features product availability, it might often be possible for a researcher

to observe the set from which a customer chooses. In other cases, the researcher is not able

11. For example, the German Socio-Economic Panel specifically asks interviewees if they were involuntary
laid off if they report a job transition.
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to do so. For instance, in a labor supply model with job offer probabilities, it seems unlikely

that the researcher can observe whether an individual was able to choose employment. In

such a case, the researcher needs to derive the genuine choice probabilities from the composite

choice probabilities.

Throughout this section, it is assumed that the data {KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) , π (d, x) ;d′, d ∈

DG, x
′, x ∈ X} are given for at least two consecutive periods. Note that Section 5 discusses

the identification of the constraining probabilities without assuming that the genuine choice

probabilities are known. Furthermore, the model in Section 2 is assumed; in particular as-

sumptions 1, 2, 4 and 5 are assumed to be fulfilled.

The following lemma simplifies the discussion:

Lemma 1. Let d, d′ ∈ DG, such that d′ ∈ DR (d). Furthermore, ∃x ∈ X , such that π(d, x) > 0.

Then, for x′ ∈ X , Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) identifies Pr (d′ ∣DR (d) , x′ ) ∀d′ ∈ DR (d).

Proof. See Appendix B.1.

Given Lemma 1, the focus is on the identification of the genuine choice probability when

choosing from the general choice set DG. Note that if for a given d ∈ DG ∄x ∈ X , such that

π(d, x) > 0, then DR (d) cannot be reached, and all Pr (⋅ ∣DR (d) , ⋅) are irrelevant.

It is first shown that under assumption 10, the genuine choice probabilities can also be

identified.

Proposition 4. Under assumption 10, all genuine choice probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

Note that assumption 10 can be slightly relaxed for the genuine choice probabilities. It is

sufficient that for every state x ∈ X , ∃d ∈ DG, such that π(d, x) = 0.

Four further cases are discussed.

Assumption 13. Let e′ ∈ DG. For each alternative, d′ ∈ DG/{e′} ∃d ∈ DG, such that

d′ ∉ DR (d).

Assumption 13 is a less restrictive version of assumption 11. Therefore, it includes models

that feature a constrained choice set that is a singleton.
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Proposition 5. Under assumption 13, all genuine choice probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix B.3.

The final two assumptions relate to assumption 12. First, a special case is discussed that

allows for the identification of the genuine choice probabilities. Thereafter, a more general

case is discussed.

Assumption 14. There exists a d, e ∈ DG, d ≠ e, such that DR (d) = DR (e), with π (d, x) ≠

π (e, x)∀x ∈ X . Furthermore, π (d, x) , π (e, x) > 0∀x ∈ X .

Proposition 6. Under assumption 14, all genuine choice probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix B.4.

The last assumption concerns alternatives that are common across all constrained choice

sets. It shows that genuine choice probabilities are identified as long as there is sufficient

variation in the constraining probabilities.

Assumption 15. For all d′, e′ ∈ DG, d
′ ≠ e′ with d′, e′ ∈ DR (d)∀d ∈ DG, π(d, x) ≠ π(e, x).

Proposition 7. Under assumption 15, all genuine choice probabilities are identified.

Proof. See Appendix B.5.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a new exclusion restriction to identify the exponential discount factor in

dynamic discrete choice models. It relies on the observation that decision makers are often

constrained in their choice. Variation in the probability of being constrained can identify

agents’ time preferences. The discussed model framework also includes models featuring

deterministic variation in decision makers’ choice sets.

The presented exclusion restriction requires variation that exclusively affects different

constraining probabilities. This variation is not allowed to cause differences in instantaneous

utilities or transition probabilities. Under these conditions, the exponential discount factor is

point identified.
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External factors such as the opposite side of a market or regulators often constrain choices.

As such external factors might exclusively impact agents’ possibilities to choose from all

alternatives and nothing else, the presented exclusion restriction might be fulfilled in numerous

applications. Examples that satisfy the exclusion restriction are sketched, including models

of labor supply, product demand, and mergers and acquisitions. In the labor supply context,

the exclusion restriction is fulfilled if there is exogenous variation in job offer probabilities,

for example, due to labor demand shocks. In the context of product demand, variation in

the availability of products can be used to identify time preferences. For models describing

mergers and acquisitions, variations in regulations can be exploited.

The derived identification equation can be economically interpreted. It reflects the intu-

ition that the greater the observed reaction to a given difference in future expected values is,

the greater the exponential discount factor.

It is also shown how instantaneous utilities can be recovered in the discussed framework,

provided that the exponential discount factor is known. To identify these utilities, a result of

Magnac and Thesmar (2002) is adjusted to fit the presented framework. Although the identi-

fication of the exponential discount factor does not exploit the stationarity or normalization

of the utility of one alternative, the identification of the instantaneous utilities does.

In some contexts, the researcher might be unable to observe whether decision makers are

actually constrained when making their choice. For such cases, the observed choice probabili-

ties are a combination of the probability of being constrained and actual preferences. Several

sufficient conditions are discussed to identify the probabilities of being constrained and the

genuine choice probabilities based on preferences.

The paper provides grounds for future research. For example, it might be possible to

include more than one constrained choice set per alternative. Identification seems possible

in these cases, but the recovery of the constraining and genuine choice probabilities is more

difficult. Future research might also derive conditions to identify the parameters of hyperbolic

discounting.
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Appendix A: Proofs of Section 5

All proofs in this section are conditioned on (x,x′) ∈ X × X such that q (x′ ∣d, x) > 0 for the

respective d ∈ DG.

Appendix A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Let d, e, d′ ∈ DG, such that d ≠ e, d′ ∉ DR (e) and π(d, x) = 0, π(e, x) > 0 ∀x ∈ X .

Thus, KPr (d′∣d, x, x′) = Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) and KPr (d′∣e, x, x′) = (1 − π (e, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x

′ ).

Dividing the two equations and rearranging leads to

π (e, x) = 1 − KPr (d′∣e, x, x′)
KPr (d′∣d, x, x′) ,

identifying π (e, x) ∀e ∈ DG, e ≠ d. ∎

Appendix A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. Choose d ∈ DG, such that DR (d) = {e′}, e′ ∈ DG. Thus,

KPr (d′∣d, x, x′) = (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) ∀d′ ∈ DG, d

′ ≠ e′.

Knowing π (d, x) makes it possible to recover Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) ∀d′ ≠ e′. Pr (e′ ∣DG, x

′ ) is given

by

Pr (e′ ∣DG, x
′ ) = 1 − ∑

d′∉DR(d)
Pr (d′ ∣DG, x

′ ) .

Having all genuine choice probabilities identified, the unknown constraining probabilities are

identified by:

π (f, x) = 1 − KPr (d′∣ f, x, x′)
Pr (d′∣DG, x′)

∀f ∈ DG, with d′ ∉ DR (f) .

∎
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Appendix A.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. The composite choice probability of alternative d′ ∉ DR (d) is

KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) .

As long as ∃e ∈ DG, e ≠ d, such that d′ ≠ DR (e), it is possible to divide the composite choice

probabilities for the two choices e and d:

KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ )
KPr (d′ ∣e, x, x′ ) =

(1 − π (d, x))
(1 − π (e, x)) .

Since it is assumed that one constraining probability is known, it is possible to derive the

constraining probabilities for all choices d ∈ DG. ∎

Appendix B: Proofs for Section 6

All proofs in this section are conditioned on (x,x′) ∈ X × X such that q (x′ ∣d, x) > 0 for the

respective d ∈ DG.

Appendix B.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. Given d ∈ DG, let x ∈ X such that π (d, x) > 0; the genuine choice probabilities for

d′ ∈ DR (d) are

Pr (d′ ∣DR (d) , x′ ) =
KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) − (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x

′ )
π (d, x) . (12)

∎

Appendix B.2 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. Assume that for alternative d ∈ DG, π(d, x) = 0 ∀x ∈ X . Then, Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) =

KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) . ∎
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Appendix B.3 Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. Given d′, d ∈ DG, the genuine choice probability of alternative d′ ∉ DR (d) is given by

Pr (d′ ∣DR (d) , x′ ) =
KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ )

1 − π (d, x) . (13)

For the alternative d′ ∈ DR (d) ∀d, the genuine choice probability is given by

Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) = 1 − ∑

e′∈DG

Pr (e′ ∣DG, x
′ ) .

∎

Appendix B.4 Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. Define DR (d) = DR (e) = DE . For d′ ∈ DE , the composite choice probabilities are

KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x, x
′ ) + π (d, x)Pr (d′ ∣DE , x

′ )

KPr (d′ ∣e, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (e, x))Pr (d′ ∣DG, x, x
′ ) + π (e, x)Pr (d′ ∣DE , x

′ ) .

Given π(d, x) ≠ π(e, x), the two linear equations are independent. The genuine choice proba-

bility of d′ ∈ DE is determined by

Pr (d′ ∣DG, x
′ ) = π (e, x)KPr (d′ ∣d, x, x′ ) − π (d, x)KPr (d′ ∣e, x, x′ )

π (e, x) − π (d, x) .

The genuine choice probabilities for d ∉ DE are identified by an equation similar to (13). ∎

Appendix B.5 Proof of proposition 7

Proof. Denote the alternatives that are included in all constrained choice sets by DC =
{dc1, . . . , dcNc}. For an alternative d ∈ DG, denote alternatives d′ ∈ DR (d) with d′ ∉ DC by
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{d′d1, . . . , d′
d
Nd}. The following system of equations exists for each d ∈ DG:

KPr (d′c1 ∣d, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′c1 ∣DG, x
′ ) + π (d, x)Pr (d′c1 ∣DR (d) , x′ ) (14.1)

...

KPr (d′cNc−1 ∣d, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (d, x))Pr (d′cNc−1 ∣DG, x
′ ) + π (d, x)Pr (d′cNc−1 ∣DR (d) , x′ ) (14.N-1)

KPr (d′cNc ∣d, x, x′ ) = (1 − π (d, x))
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 −

Nc−1
∑
i=1

Pr (d′ci ∣DG, x
′ ) − ∑

e′∉DR(d)
Pr (e′ ∣DG, x

′ )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+ π (d, x)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 −

Nc−1
∑
i=1

Pr (d′ci ∣DR (d) , x′ ) −
Nd

∑
i=1

Pr (d′di ∣DR (d) , x′ )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(15)

The system consists of N c linearly independent equations. Each of equations (14.1) – (14.N-1)

features two unknowns: Pr (d′cj ∣DG ) and Pr (d′cj ∣DR (d)). Equation (15) does not include

any additional unknowns, as choices not included in DR (d) can be directly identified by

their respective equivalent of equation (13). In total, the system includes 2 (N c − 1) un-

knowns. An additional system for f ∈ DG, f ≠ d only adds N c − 1 unknowns because the

genuine choice probabilities choosing from DG are already included in the system of equa-

tions for choice d. Furthermore, each additional system adds N c independent equations as

long as π (f, x) ≠ π (d, x). With K being the number of alternatives in DG, there exist

(1 +K) (N c − 1) unknowns and K ×N c independent equations. Thus, there are (K −N c + 1)

more equations than unknowns, allowing one to identify all genuine choice probabilities. ∎
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